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FUTURE SENSE
FIVE EXPLORATIONS OF WHOLE
INTELLIGENCE FOR A WORLD
THATS WAKING UP

Malcolm Parlett Ph.D.
Future Sense builds on something we all know: that the world is changing rapidly,
theres unprecedented questioning and a mixture of both anxiety and excitement.
Humanity can appear divided and incapable of meeting the global challenges.
Future Sense proposes that human beings need their whole intelligence to be regenerated and accessible. Based on
Malcolm Parletts experience as a psychological practitioner, the book offers explorations of five key dimensions of
whole intelligence  our all-round capability to function effectively in the world. He shows how these have relevance
both personally and collectively  in every human system; and that tackling global problems begins in the microcosm
of our own lives. Our interconnectedness means that changes in the small worlds we inhabit have ripple effects far
afield. Each of us  constructively or not  is co-creating humanitys future.
This is a book of big ideas, psychological insights, and pioneers a different form of grassroots activism.

Parlett has a rare gift for ranging from the personal to the global and back again, weaving these dynamic elements
together with insight, empathy, and panache.
Gordon Wheeler, President of the Esalen Institute, Big Sur, California

A brilliant modern elaboration of the Aristotelian concept of Fronesis; that elusive ability, often translated as practical wisdom.
Tomas Bjo¨rkman, Founder of the Ekska¨ret Foundation Stockholm, Sweden and author of The Market Myth
With his whole intelligence, Malcolm Parlett courageously makes sense of walking an alternative path to restore humanity. The
wisdom in Future Sense is a crucial guide to our new steps. He nails it.
Marcia Karp, psychotherapist, trainer and author; Lifetime Achievement Award in USA and UK
for her pioneering work in psychodrama and group psychotherapy
MALCOLM PARLETT has worked as a psychological researcher, teacher, consultant, therapist, group leader, editor, and coach.
He has held three visiting professorships, and is a leading thinker in the field of Gestalt studies. His interests include the
environment, politics, and the intergenerational effects of war; also travel, grandparenting and friendship. He lives in Oxford.
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